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ON ANALYTICALLY EQUIVALENT IDEALS
by A. SEIDENBERG (1)
Two ideals a, a' in a ring of formal power series A;[[Xi, .. ., XJ] over a field k
are said to be analytically equivalent over k if there is an automorphism ofA[[X]] over k
mapping a onto a'; and they are said to be analytically equivalent over an extension field Q.
of k if ^[[X]]. a, ^[[X]]. a' are analytically equivalent over Q.. In [Si, p. 41], the
following question was posed. In the case that k is algebraically closed, if the ideals a, a'
are analytically equivalent over an extension field Q of k, then does it follow that they
are already analytically equivalent over k? The answer, as we show below, is yes.
Without loss of generality, we take 0. to be a universal domain over k (2).
We shall need the following:
Lying-over theorem for algebraic groups. — Let G, G' be algebraic groups (3) lying in offine
spaces A, A' with A'==AxB (B affine) and let n be the projection of A x B on its first factor.
Assume that the set-theoretic projection of G' is contained in G and that n is compatible with the
operations of G, G' (i.e., that TC (a. 6) ==71: (a) .71(6)).

Then the set-theoretic projection of G' is

closed in G.

Proof. — This follows from [R, p. 409], which says that <c if T is a rational homomorphism of any algebraic group G^ into an algebraic group G^, then the kernel and
image o f r are algebraic subgroups ofG^, Gg respectively ".
Corollary. — Let G^, Gg, . . . be a sequence of algebraic groups such that for each i, G^ G^^
stand in the relation ofG, G' in the theorem; and let, for i<j, n^ be the projection from Gj to G,.
Then for each m there is an N=N(7/2) such that ^N^j^^^w.N+i^N+i)^ • • • ^^m^
and over every point of H^ there lies a point of H^ ^. ^.

Proof. — The ^(Gj) form a decreasing sequence of closed sets in G^ and so must
become stationary after a finite number of steps. The second point follows because the
projections are set-theoretic projections.
We define a subset of an abstract variety V to be constmctable if it is the finite union
of sets each of which is the intersection of a closed set and an open set; the k-constructable
subsets of a variety V defined over k are similarly defined. The complement in V of a
^-constructable set and the finite union and finite intersection of ^-constructable sets are
^-constructable: these are rather immediate assertions. Defining the dimension of a
constructable set G to be the dimension of its closure F^, one also easily sees that
C=Fi—GI with GI constructable and, unless C is empty, dim Gi<dim G. (We
write A—B only ifB is contained in A, so G^ is uniquely determined.) A similar statement holds for ^-constructable sets, and is also easily seen.
(1) Supported in part by National Science Foundation grant GP-8623. Written in Rome, Italy, Summer 1968.

(2) For the definitions of: universal domain, variety, field of definition of a variety, k-generic point of a variety, geometric
projection of a variety, {k-) component of a {k-} closed set, k-independent points, rational map, see [W].
(3) An algebraic group is a group G which is a finite union of disjoint (abstract) varieties, called its components,
such that for any pair of components G^, G, the product gi gj for g^ e G^, gj e G. is given by an everywhere
defined rational map of G^ X G. into one of the components G^ ', and similarly for gj~1.
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Remark. — a) A constructable subset of a variety defined over k is A-constructable
if and only if it is invariant under every automorphism of the universal domain Q. over k.
b) The closure of a ^-constructable set is the same as its ^-closure. c ) Besides the properties
already mentioned, the main property of the class of constructable sets is that the set
theoretic projection of a constructable subset of a product V x W on a factor is
constructable. This is known; see [C, p. 38, Th. 3, Cor.]. A similar property holds
for ^-constructable sets, as one can see by using a ) . We omit the proofs, as we do not
employ the assertions.
Lemma. — Let G be an algebraic group defined over a field k and let G be connected (i.e.,
assume G is a variety). Let H be a subgroup of G (not given to be algebraic). Then if H is
k-constructable, it is k-closed (and hence is an algebraic subgroup).

Proof. — Let H be the ^-closure of H. Then H is a subgroup of G. In fact,
let Xyjyefi. Since H is A-constructable, its ^-closure is the set of ^-specializations of
its points. Hence there exist x,yeti with x—>~x, y->y over k. Since the product
in G is everywhere defined over A;, we have xy->~xy over k\ similarly, X~^->~K~^
over k. Hence xjy, x~le}-l and H is a subgroup. Hence it is an algebraic group
(see [R, p. 408]). Let H==HiU . . . uHg, where the H, are the components of H.
Then H=(Hi—Ci) u . . . u (Hg—CJ, where C, is constructable, C,cH,, and
dim G^<dim H^. We claim that the C^ are empty. In fact, let H^ be the component
of the identity and suppose Gi+0. Let xeG-^. Let k^ be a field of definition of H^
containing k and such that Gi is ^-constructable. Let P be a k^ (x) -generic point of H^
Then xP and P~1 are also k^x) -generic points of H^. Hence xP, P^eH, as they are
not in Gi. Then :v=A;P.P -l eH, contradiction. Hence G^=0; and as the H, are
the cosets of H^, also the other C^ are empty. Hence H==H. Q^.E.D.
Let k be an arbitrary field. Every automorphism T of A:[[Xi, . . ., XyJ] over k
is a substitution of the form X^l->X^=\iXi+ • • • +\nX^+ • • • ? where the coefficients
are in k and det T == det(Xy) =h o; and conversely. In particular this is so for the universal
domain Q.. For every FeQ[[X]], let F^ be the sum of the terms of degree ^N in F.
By the N-th approximant T^ of an automorphism T : Xj-^X, of Q[[X]]/Q (N>i), we
mean the substitution T^ : X,H-X^. Let a : X^^Xi + . . . + [JL^X^+ . . . be another
automorphism. The N-th approximants are also automorphisms, but we compose them
anew according to the definition: CTN^N^^N^N)^ ^is is the same as ((T.T)^. Then
the set of N-th approximants of the set of all automorphisms of Q[[X]]/tl forms a
group /^; the inverse ofr^ is (T~1)^ for any automorphism T having T^ as N-th approximant. /^ is an algebraic group, defined over the prime field (1).
Let k be a subfield of 0. and let m=A;[[X]]. (Xi, . . ., XJ. Note that
TN(F) ==r(F) mod ^[[X]] .m1^1 for any Fe^[[X]] and automorphism T of Q[[X]]/0
Let a, a' be two ideals in A;[[X]] and consider the automorphisms of Q[[X]]/Q
which map Q[[X]].a onto Q[[X]].a'. These a fortiori map 0[[X]]. (a, m^) onto
P) Here we identify a T^ via its coefficients with a point of an affine space. The notions are relative
. . . X^.
X..
to Xi,. ....,
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^[[Xjj^a', m1^1); and so do their N-th approximants. We will also consider the set
of N-th approximants T^ such that T^ maps the first of these ideals onto the second.
To get the conditions on the coefficients of an automorphism T in order that it
map ^[[X]]a onto ^[[Xjja', write down an automorphism
T : X^X^A^ X ^ + . . . +AA+...

with indeterminate coefficients A. The coefficients ofr" 1 are rational functions of A
which can be written with powers of det(r) as denominators. Let (F^, . . . , F J ,
(FI, . . ., F;,) be bases of a and a'. Let Ai(C, X), . . ., A^(C, X) be s + s ' power-series
with indeterminate coefficients C. Now write F,.(r(X)) =Ai(C, X)Fi+... +A^(C, X)F;,.
Comparing coefficients, we get a system of equations in C, A which, together with the
inequality det T 4=0, determines the automorphisms mapping ^[[XJ]. a into ^[[X]]. a'.
Writing F^T'^X^^A^G, X)F^+ . . . +A,(G, X)F,, comparing coefficients, and clearing with powers of det(r), we similarly get the conditions that T~ 1 map ^[[Xj]. a' into
fl[[X]].a. Together, we get a system ^, consisting of polynomial equations over k
in C, A and the inequality det (Ay) 4=0, which determines the automorphisms mapping
n[[X]].a onto ti[[X]].a'. Replacing T by T^ and the two equalities by congruences
mod ^[[Xjj.m^ 1 , we get the conditions for T^ to map tl[[X]]. (a, m1^"1"1) onto
^[[X]]. (a', m1^1); but this time we get ^.finite system y^. Moreover, e9^ is a subsystem
of V. By [Sg, p. 237, Th. i] the G can be eliminated from ^, yielding a finite
disjunction of finite conjunctions of polynomial equations and inequalities over k in
(a finite subset of the) A. Thus the T^ form a k-constmctable set (1), and we have
the following:
Theorem 1. — Let a, a' be ideals in A:[[X]].

Then the N-th approximants T^ which

map ^[[X]]. (a, m1^1) onto ^2[[X]]. (a', m1^1) form a (possibly empty) set C^ k-closedin
the set of all N-th approximants.

Proof. — The lemma gives the case a=a'; and the case a 4= a' now also follows.
Corollary. — If a, a' are analytically equivalent over 0, and if k is algebraically closed^
then for every N, (a, m 1 ^ 4 ' 1 ), (a', m^1) are analytically equivalent over k.

Proof. — We are given that y has a solution c, \ in 0. The system y^ is a
subsystem of V. Thus a finite subset of c, X yields a solution of y^. This finite subset
has an algebraic (hence ^-rational) specialization over k. This ^-rational solution of c9^
shows that (a, m^1), (a', m1^4'1) are analytically equivalent over k. Q.E.D.
Consider the case a^d'. Then G^ is an algebraic group G^ defined over k.
We have a sequence G^, Gg, . . . such that for any iyj with o <?<;', the lying-over theorem
may be applied to G^, G^. Then for every m there is an N=N(772) such that
'^:m^G^==7]:m^-{-l{GN+l)=-'

Let

Km^^m^N)-

(1) Instead of [83, p. s?37, Th. i] we may use Remark c ) , above. [Sg, p. 237, Th. i] is a special case (of
the assertion that the set-theoretic projection of a ^-constructable set is ^-constructable), from which, however,
the extension to abstract varieties is immediate. For further properties of ^-constructable sets, see [83, p. 370
and p. 373, Remark c)] and a forthcoming work of ours (in Crelle's J.) entitled On k-constructable sets, k-elementary
formulae, and elimination theory.
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Theorem 2. — Let T be an automorphism o/'Q[[X]]/^i mapping ;Q[[X]].a o^o ^//.
Then T^eH^ /or ^yy w. Conversely^ if T^eH^, ^n T^ is the m-th approximant of an
automorphism mapping Q[[X]].a onto itself.

Proof. — Let N=N(w) as in the preliminary remark. Then T^ projects into T^.
Hence r^eH^. Conversely, let r^eH^. Then there exists a T^+^ in H^.^ lying
overr^; and a r^g in H^+g lying over r ^ + i ; etc. The sequence T^, r^+i, . . . by
an obvious limit process yields an automorphism such that for every N, T maps
^[[X]]. (a, m^1) onto itself, whence (1) T maps ti[[X]]. a onto itself. Q.E.D.
Let T : X,h>X,=\iXi + . . . +\.A+ . . . be an automorphism ofn[[X]]/Q. By
a specialisation ^ of ^ over k we mean a substitution obtained by specializing its coefficients
over k; we also assume detT^det^.) 4=0, so that 'r is an automorphism. Assume k
is algebraically closed. Then every T^ has a ^-rational specialization over k. By
Theorem i, if ^ maps Q[[X]](a, m^1) onto ^[[X]](a', m^1), then it has a k-rational
specialisation T^ over k which maps Q[[X]](a, m^1) onto ^[[X]](a', m^1). Moreover,
such a ^ maps k^}}^^^1} onto A;[[X]](a', m^); for it maps ^[[X]](a, m1^4-1) z^

"[[XJKa^m^^nAEEX^^^raKa'.m^ 1 ),
and its inverse (r^N 1 ? similarly, maps A;[[X]](a', m N + l ) into A;[[X]](a, m^1).
Theorem 3. — Let k be algebraically closed^ a, a' ideals in A[[X]] and assume there is an
automorphism (B which maps ^[[X]]a onto ^[[X]]a'. Let m be a given integer ^i. Then
there exists an automorphism (B' having a k-rational specialisation of (B^ over k as m-th approximant
and mapping ^[[X]]a onto £2[[X]]a'.

Proof. — Let G^, Gg, . . . be the groups previously described in connection with the
automorphisms leaving £i[[X]]a fixed; and let N==N(m) be the integer there described.
Let (BN be a ^-rational specialization over k of (B^ mapping £l[[X]](a, rr^4'1) onto
"LraKa'.m^ 1 ). Then (r^N^, whence ^^p^o^H, and ^=^^
here P^==(PN)W ^Y tne previous theorem, there is an automorphism a oft2[[X]]/tl
mapping Q[[X]]a onto itself and having a^ as m-th approximant. Then (B.CT is an
automorphism mapping Q. [ [X] ] a onto Q. [ [X] ] a' and having (B^ == (B^ o o^ as its
m-th approximant. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4. — Let k, a, a', (B be as in the last theorem.
of A;[[X]]/A; mapping a onto a'.

Then there is an automorphism

-FW/'. — Starting from (B and any positive integer m, we construct (B^p^ as in
the last theorem. Then starting from ^(m) and the integer w + i we construct (B^^ as
in the last theorem; etc. As the (m+z)-th approximants of p^^ and p^^1) are the
same, for every z, an obvious limit process applied to the (B^ yields a desired (B'. Q.E.D.
Remark. — By a theorem ofKrull [K.g, p. 365], Hilbert's Nullstellensatz continues
to hold also for infinitely many quantities (\)^j (i.e., any such system has a ^-rational
specialization over the algebraically closed field k) provided that the cardinal number
(1) By KrulFs theorem [K^, p. 207, Th. 2], which says that if a is an ideal in a local ring with maximal
ideal m, then Ft (a, 11^)= a.
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of k is greater than the cardinal number of I. Thus in the case card k is greater than
aleph null, a simple specialization argument yields a desired (3'$ and, indeed, a (3' that
is a ^-specialization of (B (one specializes the coefficients of (B along with the quantity
i/det p). Note, though, that Theorem 4 does not (and could not) give (B' as a A-specialization of (B. Thus Theorem 3, though it perhaps has no independent interest, is not
to be subsumed under Theorem 4.
We can reformulate and extend our results somewhat as follows. First observe that
if the ideals a, a' in A;[[X]] are analytically equivalent over k (an arbitrary field), then the
rings A;[[X]]/a, A;[[X]]/a' are isomorphic over k. The converse is also true: if the rings
o=A[[^,...,^]]=A;[[X,, . . . , X J ] / a and ^=k[[x[, ..., x^]=k[[X,, ...,XJ]/a',
are isomorphic over k, then a, a' are analytically equivalent over k. In fact, let us identify the
rings o, 0' via the given isomorphism. From (^, . . ., x^) we select a minimal basis
x^ . . ., Xy (say) for the maximal ideal m = ( ^ , . .., A:J; and similarly, let x[, . . ., x\,
be a minimal basis of m. By [K^, p. 208] or [Co, p. 56], r=dim^m|m2=rf', here
r==Emb(o)3 the embedding dimension ofo. Expanding ^, . . ., Xy in terms of x[, . .., x[
over k, one finds ^==S^.^+.. ., z,j'=i, . . ., r. Here det(^.)4=o because of the
minimality conditions. Now expand the other x^ in terms of ^, . . ., Xy and the other x^
in terms of x[, . . ., x'y (so that one has
d

r+i,lxl+- '+dr+i,rxr+xr+l+ higher degree terms =
== ^+i,lxl+•"+er+i,rxfr+xfr+l+hiSheT

degree

terms

(=o)).

From this one will get ^==S<;y^+. . ., z,j==i, . . . , w , with det^+o. Then the
substitution X^S^.Xj+ . .. maps a onto a'.

Q^.E.D.

Now we extend our previous definition of analytically equivalent ideals by saying
that ideals a, a' in k[[X^ . . ., XJ], k[[X!^ . . ., X^]] are analytically equivalent over k
if and only ifA;[[X]]/a, A;[[X']]/a' are isomorphic over k (cf. [Si, p. 31, n° 9]); and we
say they are analytically equivalent over 0. if and only if 0. [ [X]] IQ. [ [X]] a, 0. [ [X']] IQ. [ [X']] a'
are isomorphic over t2.
Let A: be a field and o a ring of the form ^[[X^, . . ., XJ]/a. By Gohen's theorem
[Co, p. 72, Th. 9], originally conjectured by Krull [K^, p. 219], every complete local
ring containing a field is of this form; and k is uniquely determined up to an isomorphism
from k ^ 0/m, where m is the maximal ideal of o.
Let £2 be an extension field of k. We write k[[x-^, . .., ^J] for A;[[Xi, . . ., XJ]/a
and O.[[x]] for ^[[X]]/a[[X]]a. The ring O.[[x]] is the completion of the tensor
product ^®^A:[[A:]] with respect to <3R={Q.®^k[[x]]) .m, where m is the maximal
ideal of A;[[^]]. Therefore ^[M] depends, up to an isomorphism over k, only on Q
and A; [[;c]], but not on x. Formally, we define the extension ofk[[x]] by Q. as the completion
of ^®^[[^]]. In statements on the ring o =k[[x^ . . . , ;vJ], by replacing ^, . . . , x^
by a minimal basis of the maximal ideal, we may suppose m == Emb(o). The embedding
dimension does not change upon extension of the base field.
Let Q=k[[x,, ...,<|]=A[[X]]/a and ^=k[[x[, ..., x^]]=k[[X[, ..., X^]]/a'.
73
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We say that o, 0' are analytically equivalent over k if they are isomorphic over k. Thus o, o'
are analytically equivalent over k if and only if a, a' are analytically equivalent over k.
We say o, o' are analytically equivalent over 0. if their extensions by 0 are analytically equivalent over i^. Thus o, o' are analytically equivalent over 0. if and only if a, a' are so.
In studying these equivalences, if Emb(o)=Emb(o'), which will be the case if and
only if the extensions by Q have equal embedding dimensions, we may without loss of
generality add the assumption m=mf. Hence we get the following:
Theorem 5. — Let a, a' be ideals in k[[X^ . . ., XJ], k[[X[, . . ., X^]] with k algeIf a, a' are analytically equivalent over an extension field Q. of k, then they are
already analytically equivalent over k. A similar theorem holds for complete local rings.
braically closed.

We now make a connection with a result of Hironaka [H].
Let m, m' denote the maximal ideals in k[[x\}, k[[x']].

Assume k is algebraically closed.

If the completions of Q'®j,k[[x]] and ^^[W} are isomorphic over Q, then for
positive integer e, k[[x]]lm6 ^k^x']]!^6 over k.

any

This is just a reformulation of the corollary to Theorem i.
Now according to a result of Hironaka, if the ideals m, m' represent isolated singularities of the configurations given by A;[[A;]], k[[x']] and if A; is algebraically closed of
characteristic o, then the isomorphism over k of A; [[>:]]/m6 and ^[[^'Jj/m' 6 for some sufficiently large e already implies the isomorphism of A: [[A:]], k[[x'~\~\ over k. Thus our result
in a special case is a corollary of Hironaka's. Still, although Hironaka's is a much deeper
result than ours, it does not yield ours in the most general case.
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